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Conservative MP Ian Liddell-Grainger was in the audience
for last night's Prime Minister's Questions and reports that
he told colleagues back in the constituency of Sleaford and

North Hykeham that the Tories had won their deposit
(which people often mean for a candidate to not have to
pay a deposit in elections) on Thursday would probably

backfire in Parliament. David Cameron's official spokesman
confirmed that his boss knows of his comments and "is not

happy". Sources said that Cameron had already warned
Liddell-Grainger that he should not have made them.
Earlier, Adam Drummond, a senior member of David

Cameron's close team, said that it was "only right and
proper that MPs take an active role" in political donations.
Drummond, a member of the Cabinet Office, is the MP for
Livingston and a strong supporter of the Prime Minister's
Work and Pensions Commission, which he chairs. In an

interview with BBC Scotland, he said: "I absolutely believe
it's right and proper that MPs take an active role in political
donations because there are problems at the moment with

that. I think at the moment there is a disproportionate
number of those going to Labour and I think it's only right

and proper that MPs take an active role in that. "I'd also like
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to think that there will be a strengthening of the role of the
Electoral Commission, which can raise money and raise

concerns. I think I would be advocating that MPs take more
of a role in that and I think it's right that a number of

Members of Parliament take a role in that, because it's an
area that can be strengthened." The Conservatives' record

on campaign donations could come under review in the
next few months, after the Prime Minister last month

demanded that his party's election fund be "transparent". In
a televised address to party members after a disastrous set

of local elections, he said: "We've got to change the
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